
PSU Ocean Engineering Society Kickoff

Draft Mission Statement: Engage local student, professional, 
and continuing education communities in design, construction, 
and deployment of basic instumentation for exploring the
natural marine world using the unique resources available 
near Portland State University.  Publish experimental results.

Resources: Talent, Labs, Water Access, Wildlife
   Multiple faculty doing undersea acoustics research
 Grad students, recent graduates, student of all ages
 Tek, TriQuint, Intel, Analog Devices etc. engineers
 Engineering Prototyping Lab, Capstone Lab
 Docks and Boats
 Connections with other organizations
	 Williamette,	Columbia,	Pacific,	Salish	Sea
 Whales, Orcas, Seals...



Floating Instrument Platform

Remotely Operated Surface Vehicle: ROSV

Nav Payload Science Payload

Initial	Project:	get	something	in	the	water	to	find	out	what	we	don’t	know
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VHF FM link for wireless transmission of 
acoustic signals collected from a quiet remote 
sensing platform.  Next page is a spectrogram 
obtained by running the transmitter system 
shown above and in the photograph in a quiet 
corner of a residential backyard a few miles off 
the	approach	flight	path	to	PDX	airport.		The	
FM and laptop with signal processing software 
are indoors in the noisy lab.  Three character-
istic	doppler	signatures	of	airplanes	on	final	
approach are clearly visible in the spectro-
gram.  The noise also includes steady rain and 
distant emergency vehicle sirens in the same 
time frame as the last airplane signature.
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ROSV	Projects	identified:
Nav Package is noisy.  Mechanical Noise, maybe electrical noise.  Quantify noise 
and	sketch	ways	to	fix--i.e.command	receiver.

Platform	enclosed	volume	is	too	small.		Not	enough	flotation	for	existing	electronics/
control.  Two options:

Increase dimensions of hull to enclose 2 liters or 4 liters.

Miniaturize and reduce weight of on-board electronics.

Sailing qualities of small, slow surface vehicles are unexplored.  Need experiments 
and research.

in situ Wildlife
Ambient surface/subsurface noise

Identify basic research problems that may be explored at low cost:

Document impact of human activity on wildlife

Come up with a better term for “Continuing Education Community” to describe 
unpaid expert participation


